In the string-matching problem one is interested in all occurrences of a short pattern string in a longer text string. Dictionary-matching is a generalization of this problem where one is looking simultaneously for all occurrences of several patterns in a single text.
Introduction
Given a collection of pattern strings D = fP 1 ; P 2 ; ; P jDj g, one is interested in nding all occurrences of the patterns in a text string T . This problem, which is called the dictionarymatching problem or the multi-pattern string-matching problem, is a generalization of the standard string-matching problem where only occurrences of a single pattern are sought. For a survey on pattern matching algorithms see Aho's paper 1].
The collection of patterns D will be called a dictionary and its size is denoted by d = jDj. The length of the text is n = jTj and the length of each pattern is jP i j. When there is only one pattern or if all patterns in the dictionary have the same length, we use m to denote this length. The number of distinct symbols in the dictionary, which is called the dictionary alphabet size, is denoted by D . Clearly D d i=1 jP i j.
The assumptions on the alphabet that the input symbols are chosen from has a crucial role in the design of e cient string algorithms. To solve the string-matching or the dictionarymatching problems one only has to be able to compare pairs of input symbols in order to get (=; 6 =) answers. However, since alphabet symbols are encoded numerically on a computer, the symbols are naturally (arbitrarily) ordered. This order can be used to obtain more e cient algorithms that access the input strings by (<; =; >)-comparisons. Furthermore, sometimes it is convenient to assume that the alphabet symbols are small integers which are bounded by some function of the input size, and in most practical cases the alphabet symbols are integers from a constant range (i.e. ASCII encoded characters). For a brief comparison of the common assumptions that are made about the input alphabet in the literature see Breslauer's thesis 18].
The string-matching problem has several linear time algorithms. For instance, the classical string-matching algorithm of Knuth, Morris and Pratt 31] takes O(m) time to preprocess the pattern and then O(n) time to nd all occurrences of the pattern in the text. The naive approach to the dictionary-matching problem could try to match each pattern separately by using this algorithm, resulting in a dictionary-matching algorithm that has an O( d i=1 jP i j) time dictionary preprocessing step and an O(dn) time text scanning step. Thus, the dictionary-matching problem can be solved in O( d i=1 jP i j + dn) time. It is interesting to note that the Aho-Corasick algorithm is optimal in the case of a constant size alphabet and almost optimal if the only access to the input strings is by (=; 6 =)-comparisons 3 . 1 The time bounds for dictionary-matching algorithms usually includes also an additive factor of T occ , the total number of occurrences of the dictionary patterns in the text (clearly T occ dn). More precisely, the text scanning step takes O(n + T occ ) time if all occurrences of the patterns have to be reported. However, in many cases it is su cient to report some representation of all the occurrences, such as the longest pattern starting or ending at each text position, and thus to save the O(T occ ) time factor. 2 In this paper the logn function usually means max(1; log 2 n). 3 If n (1 + ) max i=1::d jP i j, for some constant > 0, then the text scanning step requires at least (nd) (=; 6 =)-comparisons. This bounds is achieved by the Aho-Corasick algorithm and also by the naive algorithm that matches each pattern separately. When the text is shorter, it is possible to modify the text scanning Commentz-Walter 22, 23] and Crochemore et al. 24 ] gave other dictionary-matching algorithms that are based on ideas from the Boyer-Moore 17] string-matching algorithm. These algorithms achieve faster average running times by matching the patterns from their end towards their start. Recently, the dictionary-matching problem gained interest after the discovery of algorithms that can handle dictionaries that are dynamically changing without having to recompute the dictionary preprocessing information from scratch 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 29] .
The main contribution of this paper is a new approach to the dictionary-matching problem with uniform length patterns on ordered alphabets. Similarly to the Commentz-Walter 22, 23] algorithm, the new algorithm tries to match the dictionary patterns from their end towards their start. However, our motivation is entirely di erent. While the CommentzWalter algorithm matches the patterns from their end to start hoping to skip parts of the text, our algorithm does so since this order of comparisons allows to replace a logarithmic multiplicative factor in the running time of the Aho-Corasick algorithm by an additive factor and thus, to amortize some comparisons against large segments of the text.
The new dictionary-matching algorithm takes O(( log d m + 1)n) time for scanning the text after an O(dm log D ) time dictionary preprocessing step. A tight lower bound shows that the text scanning step is the fastest possible if the algorithm can access the symbols of the input strings only by pairwise (<; =; >)-comparisons. The suggested implementation of the algorithm in the standard random-access machine model 3] requires a large sparse table which is used for fast access to the preprocessing data. We suggest two alternatives to store this In the k-dimensional array-matching problem, the pattern and the text are k-dimensional arrays of sizes m k and n k respectively 5 . For an introduction to array-matching algorithms see 4] and 28]. Bird 16] and Baker 14] demonstrated that the k-dimensional array-matching problem can be solved by k iterations of a one-dimensional dictionary-matching algorithm. By using the Aho-Corasick algorithm they were able to obtain an O(m Amir, Benson and Farach 6] designed a two-dimensional array-matching algorithm that step of the Aho-Corasick algorithm to be optimal by ignoring patterns that are too long to occur in the text. 4 Note that we hash small integers and not alphabet symbols which might be chosen from a large domain. 5 The discussion below assumes that the pattern and the text are k-dimensional cubes. It trivially generalizes to any rectangular k-dimensional arrays.
does not resort to one-dimensional techniques. Their algorithm has an O(n 2 ) time text processing step that uses only (=; 6 =)-comparisons. However, their pattern processing step still uses one-dimensional techniques and takes O(m 2 log m) time using (<; =; >)-comparisons. Galil and Park 27] We show that using the new dictionary-matching algorithm it is possible to implement the Bird-Baker approach with an O(n k ) time text scanning step and an O(m k log m) time dictionary preprocessing using (<; =; >)-comparisons. This algorithm improves on the best previous bounds for k-dimensional array-matching on unbounded alphabets, for k 3. It uses however a large sparse table or hashing as required by the dictionary-matching algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the dictionary-matching algorithm on unbounded alphabets. Section 3 shows how the new algorithm is used in the Bird-Baker higher-dimensional array-matching algorithm. We conclude with list of open problems in Section 4.
Dictionary-Matching on Ordered Alphabets
This section rst outlines the ideas behind the dictionary-matching algorithm for uniform length dictionaries on unbounded ordered alphabets. The discussion proceeds in the comparisons model and it is simple and elegant. The implementation details of the algorithm in the standard random-access machine model 3] are more involved and given in Section 2:3.
The new algorithm
Without loss of generality assume that the text is of length 2m ? 1. We say that there is a potential occurrence of a pattern P i starting at text position t if such an occurrence has not been ruled out by the results of previous comparisons. Initially, there is a potential occurrence of each pattern in the dictionary starting at all text positions t, such that 1 t m. Thus, there are a total of dm potential occurrences. See Figure 1 .
The Aho-Corasick dictionary-matching algorithm tries to match the patterns from their start towards their end. It might take up to log d comparisons to determine that none of the patterns in the dictionary occurs starting at the rst text position. Even when the AhoCorasick algorithm reaches this conclusion it has eliminated only d potential occurrences. Up to m log d comparisons might be required to eliminate all the potential occurrences.
The new dictionary-matching algorithm will start matching the patterns from their end towards their start. The algorithm starts in a backward phase from text position m and proceeds towards the beginning of the text. Later, it will continue in a forward phase to match the remainder of the text starting from text position m + 1 and proceeding towards the end of the text. In both phases, the algorithm advances to the next text position only after it has obtained an equality answer to a comparison between the symbol in the current text position and some pattern symbol. If the comparison results in an equal answer, the algorithm \knows" which pattern symbol appears in the current text position and it will not compare it again. The algorithm eliminates all potential occurrences which do not agree with the result of the comparison and proceeds to the next text position.
After the algorithm moves to a smaller text position, there might be some potential occurrences which have not been eliminated, but do not intersect the column under the current text position. These are still valid potential occurrences and are considered inactive for the moment. These potential occurrences become active again when the algorithm starts the forward phase.
If the comparison results in an unequal answer, either less-than or greater-than, then the algorithm also eliminates all potential occurrences which do not agree with the result of the comparison. Since the compared dictionary symbol was the median, at least half of the active potential occurrences are eliminated. (Sometimes, by far more than the number of potential occurrences that might be eliminated in one step of the Aho-Corasick algorithm.) The algorithm then continues comparing the symbol at the current text position to the median of the alphabet symbols that appear in the surviving potential occurrences in the column which is aligned with this text position.
The algorithm proceeds this way in the backward phase until the beginning of the text or until all potential occurrences which start at the current text position and at smaller positions are eliminated. Then, the algorithm starts the forward phase and proceeds similarly. After the algorithm moves to next text position, there might also be some potential occurrences which have not been eliminated, but do not intersect the column under the current text position. Only now, if a potential occurrence does not intersects the column under the current text position, then this potential occurrence is an actual occurrence and it may be reported as such.
The number of potential occurrences at the beginning of the forward phase is obviously not larger than dm, their initial number. Clearly, the algorithm does not make more than 2m ? 1 comparisons that result in an equal answer and no more than 2 log dm comparisons which result in an unequal answer.
Thus, the total number of comparisons is bounded by O(log d + m) and the log d multiplicative factor of the Aho-Corasick algorithm was converted to an additive factor that disappears if log d = O(m).
Tight bounds
We summarize the ideas presented above and prove the following tight bounds. The dictionary preprocessing has to compute the medians which are used in the text scanning step and to identify all equal pattern symbols. This can obviously be done in the comparison model by sorting all the pattern symbols using O(dm log D ) comparisons 3] to obtain complete information about their relative order. 2
An important property of the Aho-Corasick dictionary-matching algorithm is that it processes the text symbols from left to right and it does not go back to access previous symbols. This means that the text symbols can be processed immediately after they are given as input and there is no need to store them. Note, that an occurrence of a pattern starting at a certain text position can not be reported before the next m text symbols have been processed. We say that a dictionary-matching algorithm for uniform length dictionaries is on-line if the algorithm reports whether there are occurrences of dictionary patterns starting at text position t before examining symbols in any text positions that are larger than or equal to t + m. (Regardless of the time it spends processing any part of the text). The algorithm in Lemma 2:2 is clearly on-line.
The lower bound that we prove next only applies to the text scanning step. This lower bound holds for any algorithm that has access to the symbols of the input strings only by pairwise (<; =; >)-comparisons. We assumes that pairwise comparisons of text symbols are not permitted. 
Su x trees
Su x trees are a compressed form of digital search trees that are very useful in many algorithms on strings. The usual de nition of a su x tree is the following:
De nition 2.4 Let S 1::k] be a string whose last symbol S k] =`#' and`#' is a special alphabet symbol that does not appear anywhere else in S. The su x tree T S of S 1::k] is a rooted tree with k leaves and k ? 1 internal nodes such that:
1. Each edge is labeled with a non-empty substring of S.
2. No two sibling edges are labeled with substrings that start with the same symbol.
3. Each leaf is labeled with a distinct position of S. Theorem 2.5 Given a string S 1::k], the su x tree T S can be built in O(k log S ) time using (<; =; >)-comparisons, where S is the number of distinct symbols in S.
We generalize the notion above to deal with several strings. Given a collection of strings fS 1 ; ; S p g, S = S 1`#1 ' S p`#p ' is obtained by concatenating the strings and special distinct alphabet symbols`# 1 '; : : :;`# p ' that do not appear anywhere in the strings. The su x tree T S identi es identical pre xes of su xes of these strings and has distinct leaves that correspond to each su x of S i`#i ', for i = 1; ; p. Note that the concatenation of the labels of edges from the root to a leaf is equal to a su x of one of the strings S i followed by the complete strings S j , j = i+1; ; p, and the special alphabet symbols that are appended at the end of these strings. The special alphabet symbols`# i ' are identi ed by their position within S and there is no need represent them as real alphabet symbols since they are not equal to any other symbol.
Lemma 2.6 Given a collection of strings fS 1 ; ; S p g, we construct a data structure that is used to nd all pre xes of a string Q that are equal to su xes of some of the given strings. Let S denote the number of distinct symbols in the strings fS 1 ; ; S p g and let l = p i=1 jS i j denote the sum of their lengths. Then, the data structure is constructed in O(l log S ) time and uses O(l) space. The pre xes of Q 1::q] are reported on-line in O(q + log l) time using (<; =; >)-comparisons, where by on-line we mean that the pre xes ending at position i of Q 1::q] are reported before examining symbols at positions that are larger than i. Proof: Given a collection of strings fS 1 ; ; S p g, we construct the su x tree T S for the string S = S 1`#1 ' S p`#p ', where`# 1 '; : : :;`# p ' are special distinct alphabet symbols that do not appear anywhere in the given strings and in Q 1::q]. This su x tree together with some auxiliary data structures that we describe next is used to nd all pre xes of Q 1::q] that are equal to su xes of some of the given strings.
If several su xes of strings S 1 ; ; S p are equal, then the leaves in T S that are associated with these su xes have the same parent node. Using this property, it is possible to identify all su xes of the strings S 1 ; ; S p that are equal and assign unique names to equal su xes.
We agree that the unique name for a su x is de ned as the 2-tuple that contains the su x length and the smallest index of a string in the collection that has the same su x. It is possible to nd all the equal su xes and assign the unique names to the su xes by a simple traversal of the su x tree T S in O(l) time.
Since we can not hope to report all the strings in the collection that have a given su x within the required time bounds, we will report only the unique name that was assigned to each su x that is found. Using this unique name, it is possible to nd the rest of the strings that have the same su x, if necessary.
The algorithm proceeds by traversing the su x tree T S starting from the root, while Q is given on-line a symbol at a time. The algorithm follows an edge from a node v to a node w in the su x tree if the label on this edge is equal to the next symbols of Q. Since sibling edges in the su x tree are labeled with substrings that start with di erent symbol, the algorithm can decide which edge to follow based only on the current symbol of Q. The algorithm then continues and checks that the complete label of that edge is equal to the next symbols of Q.
When the traversal reaches a node v of the su x tree, the algorithm has to report if it found a su x of any of the strings S 1 ; ; S p . If there is an an edge from v to a leaf, and the edge has a label that starts with one of the special symbols`# i ', then a su x of the string S i was found. Note that there might be many strings that have this same su x, and as agreed before, we report only the smallest index of a string that has this su x (this index was precomputed and stored at the node v of the su x tree).
It is also possible that the algorithm did not nd an edge whose label matches the next symbols of Q. In this case the algorithm terminates since it is not possible that longer pre xes of Q are equal to su xes of the strings S 1 ; ; S p . However, the algorithm might have found an edge whose label has a nonempty pre x that matches the next symbols of Q. If the label on this edge matches the next symbols of Q up to a special symbol`# i ', then the algorithm reports also that this pre x of Q is equal to a su x of S i . Note that in this case there is only one su x to be reported.
When the algorithm has to choose which edge to follow from a node, it can decide based only on the rst symbols of the edge labels. Normally, if (<; =; >)-comparisons are used, one can search for the current symbol of Q in the list of rst symbols of the edge labels using binary search or binary search trees 3, 34] . This binary search is the cause of the log S multiplicative factor in the running time of the su x tree construction algorithm and also in the running time of the Aho-Corasick dictionary-matching algorithm. Note, that since the special symbols`# i ' do not appear in Q, they do not have to be considered in this binary search.
However, a binary search does not give us the bounds we are trying to achieve. We rather proceed in the spirit of the algorithm given in Section 2.1 and create a data structure that will be used to guide the search for the edge that the algorithm follows more e ciently.
Given a su x tree T S , we de ne the weight of a node v as the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at v. The weights of all nodes can be computed by a simple traversal of the su x tree in O(l) time.
In order to nd the edge whose label starts with the current symbol of Q, we use a weighted search. Similarly, to the binary search, the edges at a node v are ordered by the rst symbols on their labels. However, instead of choosing the median of the remaining possible edges, we choose the weighted median where each edge has the weight of the node it is leading to. This way, instead of eliminating half of the possible edges in case of a mismatch, we eliminate half of the weight. Since the weight of the current node that the algorithm considers only decreases when the algorithm nds the right edge and follows it to the next node, we are guaranteed that there are no more than log l mismatches throughout the algorithm. Since there are up to q comparisons that result in equal answers and all other steps take constant time, the total time spent is bounded by O(q + log l).
To implement the weighted search e ciently, we precompute a search tree for each node of the su x tree T S . The search trees of all the nodes can be computed in O(l log S ) time and stored in O(l) space using standard data structures. 2
The same data structure can also be used to nd all su xes of a string Q 1::q] that are equal to pre xes of some strings fS 1 ; ; S p g by considering the reversed strings.
The implementation
Recall that the dictionary patterns have a uniform length m, and assume without loss of generality that the text T is of length 2m ? 1. The backward and forward phases are implemented independently and symmetrically. Then, their results are combined to report the occurrences of the patterns in the text.
The dictionary preprocessing builds the data structure described in Lemma 2.6 to nd all pre xes of the dictionary patterns that occur at the end of T 1::m] and all su xes of the dictionary patterns that occur at the beginning of T m + 1::2m ? 1]. The occurrences of patterns in the text are reported by checking if the concatenation of some of the pre xes that were found with some of the su xes is equal to some patterns in the dictionary.
To check e ciently if the string obtained by the concatenation of the pattern pre x P k 1::i] with the pattern su x P l i+1::m] is equal to some dictionary pattern, the dictionary preprocessing step computes a table presuf i (k; l) the gives the index of a dictionary pattern that is equal to pre x-su x concatenation if such a pattern exists. If there are several patterns in the dictionary that are equal, we agree that we report only a representative which is the smallest index of a pattern that was found. If there is a need to report the indices of all patterns an additional list data structure is created to identify all equal patterns. The presuf i (k; l) Proof: The pattern preprocessing rst creates the data structure that was described in Example: Consider the pattern dictionary fP 1 =`aaaa'; P 2 =`aaba'; P 3 =`abaa'; P 4 = abba'; P 5 =`abbb'g and the text string T =`abaaaaabaa'. The algorithm starts processing the rst text block of length 2m?1 which is`abaaaaa'. In the backward phase the algorithm scans`abaa' and discovers that`a' is a pre x of P 1 ,`aa' is a pre x of P 1 and that`abaa' is a pre x of P 3 . Note that`a' is in fact a pre x of all the dictionary patterns and`aa' is a pre x of the patterns P 1 and P 2 . In both cases P 1 was chosen to represent these pre xes.
The algorithm continues in the forward phase and rst reports that there is an occurrence of P 3 . It then continues scanning`aaa' and discovers that`a' is a su x of P 1 , but as`baa'
was not a pre x of any pattern the string`baa-a' can not be equal to any pattern.
The algorithm continues to discover that`aa' is a su x of P 1 and consults the precomputed tables to nd that presuf 2 (1; 1) = 1 and therefore there is an occurrence of P 1 =`aa-aa'. It then discovers that`aaa' is also su x of P 1 and nds that presuf 1 (1; 1) = 1 and therefore there is an occurrence of P 1 =`a-aaa'.
The algorithm then continues to the next text block`aaabaa'. It discovers in the backward phase that`ab' is a pre x of P 3 and that`aab' is a pre x of P 2 . In the forward phase is nds that`a' is a su x of P 1 and since presuf 3 (2; 1) = 2 it reports an occurrence of P 2 =`aab-a'. The algorithm then nds that`aa' is a su x of P 1 and since presuf 2 (3; 1) = 3 it reports an occurrence of P 3 =`ab-aa'.
3 Higher Dimensional Array Matching Bird 16] and Baker 14] independently discovered a higher-dimensional array-matching algorithm that uses a one-dimensional dictionary-matching algorithm as a subroutine. Their original algorithm used the Aho-Corasick 2] algorithm that was available at the time, but any dictionary-matching algorithm can be used. It particular, by using the dictionary-matching algorithm that was described in Section 2:3 it is possible to improve the running time of the Bird-Baker array-matching algorithm on unbounded ordered alphabets. Bird and Baker reduced the k-dimensional array matching problem into k iterations of a one-dimensional dictionary matching problems. We explain how their algorithms works in two-dimensions.
Assume that the pattern is given as P 1::m; 1::m] and the text is T 1::n; 1::n]. Note that each row or column of a two-dimensional array can be regarded as a one-dimensional string.
1. Denote the pattern rows P i = P i; 1::m]. The algorithm starts by solving a dictionary matching problem that nds all occurrences of the uniform length pattern rows P i , i = 1::m, in each row of the text. In fact, since some of the pattern rows might be identical, the algorithm rst nds a unique representative for each set of equal pattern rows and searches only for these representatives. Namely, P u(i) is the representative for pattern row P i , such that P u(i) = P i and u(i) = u(j), for all pattern rows P i = P j . The pattern is clearly represented as:
The output of the dictionary matching problem is an array T 1 1::n; Therefore, the occurrences of the pattern can be discovered by using a string matching algorithm to search for occurrences of the sequence u(1)u (2) 
Remarks
1. In the discussion above we assume that the input arrays are of a xed dimension k. This allows the Big-O notation to hide some multiplicative factors that depend of k. In fact, all published higher-dimensional array-matching algorithms that we are familiar with, including the Bird-Baker algorithm, require in one form or another k iterations over the text array. Therefore, the time complexity bounds of these algorithms include a multiplicative factor of k. A second multiplicative factor is usually hidden in the fact that indexing a k-dimensional array required O(k) time. However, in many cases it is possible to avoid this dependence on k by paying a careful attention to the access pattern and by using the one-dimensional memory representation of arrays. The bounds of our algorithm sometimes hide a few more multiplicative k factors.
2. The discussion above clearly generalizes to rectangular k-dimensional array. However, to obtain good time bounds one has to pay attention to the direction, or order of coordinates, in which the arrays are processed. For example, suppose that the pattern is an m 1 m 2 two-dimensional array where m 1 m 2 and the text is an n n square. The Bird-Baker approach solves a dictionarymatching problem followed by a string matching problem. The time complexity of the dictionary-matching problem depends on the direction in which the algorithm pro- 
Open Problems
This work leaves several open questions. Apart from the obvious possibilities for improving the dictionary matching algorithm, such as using only O(dm) space without randomization (hashing), cheaper preprocessing and generalization to variable length dictionaries, the following related problems seem to be of particular interest:
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